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The LHCb detector with its unique pseudorapidity coverage allows to perform soft-QCD
measurements in the kinematic forward region where QCD models have large uncertain-
ties. Selected analyses related to soft-Diffraction will be summarised in these proceedings.
Energy flow and charged particle multiplicity have been measured separately in different
event classes. They give input for modelling the underlying event in pp collisions. Prompt
hadron ratios are important for hadronisation models, while the p/p ratio is a good ob-
servable to test models of baryon number transport.
1 Introduction
The LHCb experiment at the Large Hadron Collider is a dedicated experiment to study CP-
violating processes and rare decays of hadrons containing beauty and charm quarks. The de-
tector is a single-arm forward spectrometer [1] designed to efficiently detect the decay products
of B-hadrons in a pseudorapidity range of approximately 2 < η < 5. This also allows LHCb to
make soft-QCD measurements in a kinematic region which is hardly accessible by the general
purpose detectors. The analyses presented in these proceedings are selected soft-QCD measure-
ments in the context of soft-diffraction. The data used for these analyses are Proton-Proton
(pp) collisions at centre-of-mass energies of
√
s = 0.9 and 7 TeV recorded with minimum bias
triggers in the low luminosity running phase in 2010. Important for the presented analyses are
the tracking system, which is composed of a high precision Silicon Vertex Locator (VELO) sur-
rounding the interaction point and the main tracking stations located downstream of a dipole
magnet. Particle identification is performed by two Ring Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detectors
which allow separation of charged particles in a momentum range of 2− 100 GeV/c.
2 Forward Energy Flow
For a particular pseudorapidity interval ∆η the total energy flow is defined as
1
Nint
dEtot
dη
=
1
∆η

 1
Nint
Npart,η∑
i=1
Ei,η

 , (1)
where Nint is the number of inelastic pp interactions. Measuring the energy flow (EF) at
large pseudorapidities directly probes multi-parton interactions (MPI) and parton radiation
which contribute to the underlying event in proton-proton collisions. The measurement has
been performed in 4 different event classes, an (1) inclusive minimum bias sample which re-
quires to have at least one reconstructed track with a momentum p greater than 2 GeV/c in
the forward acceptance (1.9 < η < 4.9). Further there is a (2) hard scattering sub-sample
which implies at least one high pT track per event (pT > 3 GeV/c). By exploiting the ad-
ditional backwards coverage of the VELO it was possible to obtain a (3) diffractive enriched
and a (4) non-diffractive enriched sample of events. These were selected by looking for back-
ward tracks in the pseudorapidity range of −3.5 < η < −1.5. This selection exploits the
fact, that a large rapidity gap is an experimental signature to identify diffractive processes.
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Figure 1: Total energy flow as function of η. LHCb data
compared to PYTHIA predictions in four event classes.
The measured total EF, which is
the sum of charged and neutral EF,
is depicted in Fig.1, superimposed
with different PYTHIA generator
predictions. The EF in the four
event samples increases from the
diffractive sample to the inclusive
minimum bias and non-diffractive
sample up to the hard scattering
sample. The errors are dominated
by systematic uncertainties, like
model dependence for correcting
detector effects, uncertainties for
the track finding and residual pile-
up. These uncertainties decrease
towards larger η which is the most
interesting region for studying MPI
phenomena. In all event classes,
the PYTHIA 6 tunes underesti-
mate the EF especially at larger
pseudorapidities but overestimate
at lower η. The default PYTHIA
8 prediction (8.135) is in better
agreement except for the hard scat-
tering sample. The energy flow in
diffractive enriched events is well
described by PYTHIA 8. The
measurement was also compared to
predictions of cosmic ray generators (details see [2]) which were not tuned to LHC data. The
EPOS and SYBILL generators show a good agreement with data in the minimum bias and non-
diffractive sample while QGSJET predictions are best for hard scattering. The EF in diffractive
events seem to be underestimated by all cosmic ray generators.
3 Charged Particle Multiplicity
The multiplicity of primary produced charged particles has been measured [3] for pp collisions
at
√
s = 7 TeV. Primary particles are defined as either directly produced in the pp colli-
sion or from short lived decays (τ < 10 ps). For this measurement only information from
the VELO has been used. As there is a negligible influence from the magnetic field in this
sub-detector the measurement has no explicit momentum cut-off for low energetic particles.
Figure 2: Measured charged particle multiplicity in the
forward range 2 < η < 4.5 for the inclusive (left) and hard
event sub-sample (right) compared to different generators.
Further it allows to measure par-
ticle production in a small back-
ward η range (−2.5 < η < −2.0)
in addition to the regular forward
coverage (2 < η < 4.5). The
measured multiplicity distribution
(Fig. 2) for events with at least one
track in the forward acceptance
shows that all generators, namely
PYTHIA 6, PYTHIA 8 and PHO-
JET underestimate the amount of
promptly produced charged parti-
cles. However, testing PYTHIA
6 tunes for which diffractive pro-
cesses were switched off at gener-
ator level seem to give an acci-
dentally better agreement with the
measured data. Studying a sub-
sample of hard QCD events by re-
quiring at least one high pT -track
with pT > 1 GeV/c results in an
increase of charged particles. At
least for this hard event sample, some PYTHIA 6 tunes provide a reasonable description of the
data.
4 Prompt Hadron Ratios
The LHCb collaboration measured prompt hadron production ratios [4] as a function of pseu-
dorapidity in three different pT -bins for pp collisions at centre-of-mass energies of
√
s = 0.9
and 7 TeV. The measured anti-particle/particle ratios K−/K+, pi−/pi+ and p/p as well as the
different-particle ratios (p + p)/(pi+ + pi−), (K+ + K−)/(pi+ + pi−) and (p + p)/(K+ + K−)
are probes for hadronisation models implemented in Monte Carlo event generators. Further,
some of these ratios can be used to test models of baryon to meson and strangeness suppres-
sion. A crucial ingredient in measuring these ratios is a good particle identification which is
provided by the two RICH detectors. The PID efficiencies were directly determined from data
using decays of resonances like Λ → ppi−, φ → K+K− and K0S → pi+pi−. The dominant
systematic uncertainty remains the PID efficiency because of the limited size of the calibra-
tion sample. Comparing the measured hadron ratios to different PYTHIA 6 tunes shows that
no tune is able to describe the entire set of measurements. Only each type of hadron ra-
tio can be described by at least one single tune. Of special interest is the p/p ratio, which
is sensitive to baryon number transport. At
√
s = 0.9 TeV the p/p ratio has a significant
η dependence, which is qualitatively described by all PYTHIA 6 tunes. But only the Pe-
rugia NOCR tune, which favours an extreme model of baryon transport, is able to give a
quantitatively good prediction while other generator tunes underestimate baryon transport.
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Figure 3: Results for p/p ratio as function of
rapidity loss. Fit to ALICE and LHCb data is
superimposed.
However, at
√
s = 7 TeV the Perugia NOCR
model tends to now overestimate baryon
transport. The same ratio can also be stud-
ied as function of rapidity loss ∆y = ybeam −
yparticle, defined as the difference of the rapid-
ity of the beam and the considered particles.
This representation allows to compare mea-
surements of experiments at different centre-
of-mass energies, as it is shown in Fig. 3. The
LHCb measurement covers a wider range in
rapidity loss and improves previous measure-
ments with a better precision. Combining the
LHCb data points and the complementary
ALICE measurement [5] allows to perform a
fit within in the Regge model [6]. In this
model, baryon production at high energies
is driven by Pomeron exchange and baryon
transport by string junction exchange. In this
picture, the gained fit parameters are related to contributions from these two mechanisms. The
fit result of a low string junction contribution with low intercept point allows to draw conclu-
sions about the associated standard Reggeon or the Odderon.
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